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THE CENTER for TRANSFORMATIVE TEACHING & LEARNING
AT ST. ANDREW’S EPISCOPAL SCHOOL

The CTTL’s mission is to create and innovate in the field 
of Mind, Brain and Education Science research to allow 

teachers to maximize their effectiveness and students to 
achieve their highest potential.



We make 
learning 
research 

useful





Bringing Mind, Brain, and  Education (MBE) to Learning Recovery, 
Acceleration, and Growth

(“Something for every teacher, school, and district”)

Assessment

Attention

Constrained Choice

Cognitive Load

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Dual Coding

Emotion and Cognition

Engagement

Executive Function

Feedback

Formative assessment

Homework

Knowledge Richness/Transfer
Literacy (Science of Reading)

Memory

Metacognition

Mindsets

Motivation (Extrinsic & Intrinsic)

Multiple modalities
Multi-tasking

Neuromyths

Neuroplasticity

Novelty

Play

Project Based Learning

Self-regulation

Sleep
Spaces for learning

Stress (Episodic vs. Toxic (ACEs))

Wellbeing and Joy



What are two things NO student or employee will ever 
forget to bring with them to every school every day?





Current Grade 
(School year 2021-2022)

Last full, cohesive grade 
(School year 2018-2019)

12th 9th

11th 8th

10th 7th

9th 6th

8th 5th

7th 4th

6th 3rd

5th 2nd

4th 1st

3rd K

2nd PK

1st PS



Participants in this webinar will be able to  . . .

● Connect, extend, and challenge their current 
understanding of how the brain learns and classroom 
practices with new ideas and ways of engaging with 
students

● Apply promising research-informed strategies and 
insights from Mind, Brain, and Education (MBE) 
Science to learning recovery and acceleration

● Connect emotion and cognition and the belonging 
mindset to how they work with each individual student



Keep doing (for students & colleagues) Tweak (for students & colleagues) 

Stop doing (for students & colleagues) Start doing (for students & colleagues) 



What Research is Informing Your Conversations?

Winter/Spring 2021



September 12, 2021



COVID-19 and 
education: The 
lingering effects of 
unfinished learning
-McKinsey & 
Company (July 
2021)



What research is 
your school or district 
using or conducting 

to measure 
academic, social, 

and emotional
learning loss, gaps, 
or growth as a result 
of COVID-19s impact 
on the continuity of 
the student’s school 

experience? Growth since 
March 2020

Gaps since 
March 2020





“The strongest education research finding in 
the last twenty years is that the quality of a 
teacher is the single greatest in-school 
determinate of student outcomes.”

● Better academic outcomes

● Reduced risk of adverse life events

● Greater gains in the labor market

● Increased lifetime earrings

● Increased development of social skills

These impacts are most pronounced for BIPOC 
and low income students.

Steiner 2018

Why MBE?
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TRUE INCONCLUSIVE
(“inc”)

FALSE

Students’ brains are 
constantly rewiring in 

reaction to their 
environment. This 
means that every 
teacher is a brain 

changer, whether they 
believe in this or not



Research-informed strategies for 
learning recovery and acceleration 

● Embrace Neuroplasticty



Neuroplasticity:
The lifelong ability of 
the brain to change its 
organization as a 
result of experiences.

A Neuroscience Concept that All Teachers and School Leaders Must Know



Harvard Center for the 
Developing Child

How might this 
graph inform 
your thinking 
about teaching 
and learning for 
your students?



Currently
an Academic 

Star

Currently 
Just Fine 
Student

Currently
Struggling
Student

“ALL students deserve a teacher who knows how the brain learns, works, 
thrives, and changes.”



TRUE INCONCLUSIVE
(“inc”)

FALSE

The emotion and 
cognitive areas of the 
brain are highly 
interlinked, so 
emotional factors, like 
stress, anxiety, 
happiness, and 
belonging need to be 
considered when 
thinking about ways to 
improve learning.



Research-informed strategies for 
learning recovery and acceleration 

● Embrace Neuroplasticty
● Balancing stress (see the 

emotion & cognition connection)



Balancing Stress



Episodic stress: 

● Amygdala disengages prefrontal cortex
and engages “lizard brain”

– chronic health conditions

Hippocampus

“lizard brain”

Pamela Cantor et. al. (2019)

Effects of stress on the brain

Prolonged stress: 

● Damage to hippocampus – difficulty 
consolidating long term memory

● Damage to reward circuit – increased 
high risk behaviors

● Overproduction of inflammatory 
hormones

● Epigenetic Effects



“’Downshifting’ is a 
metaphor often used to 
describe how negative 
emotions cause us to 

process in our emotional 
center and lose focus on 
higher order thinking.”

Dr. Mariale 
Hardiman, JHU

Memory & Emotion





WHAT 
HELPS?

Shonkoff, Boyce & McEwen (2009)



“Being surrounded by other human
beings doesn’t guarantee a sense of
belonging. Belonging actually has to
do with identification as a member of
a group and the higher quality
interactions which come from that. It’s
the interactions over time which are
supportive of us as full, authentic
human beings.”

-Jeanine Stewart, senior consultant with the 
Neuroleadership Institute

Source: Nicole Furlonge, LEARNS Collaboratiuve



“When we find ourselves in situations where we are the ‘out- group’ or 
in an environment in which we feel like an outsider, we use our mental 
energy to monitor for threats, leaving fewer resources for higher 
cognitive processes. When students feel as if they don’t belong in a 
school setting, the cognitive energy that should be used on social 
engagement and learning is being used to scan for group barriers, 
discrimination and stereotypes.”

Source: Nicole Furlonge, LEARNS Collaboratiuve





TRUE INCONCLUSIVE
(“inc”)

FALSE

Feedback is like ice-
cream – the more you 
get the better



Research-informed strategies for 
learning recovery and acceleration 

● Embrace Neuroplasticty
● Balancing stress

● Elevate formative assessment and 
give better feedback



Use formative / diagnostic assessment

Low- or no-stakes

What do students know?

What gaps exist?

What needs more practice?

What needs reteaching?



Give Better Feedback

Kluger and DeNisi (1996)

In 38% of cases 
feedback 
decreased

student 
achievement



I’m giving you 
these comments 

because I have very 
high expectations 

and I know that you 
can reach them.

I’m giving you 
these comments so 

that you’ll have 
feedback on your 

paper.

David Yaeger et. al. (2014) “Breaking the Cycle 
of Mistrust: Wise Interventions to Provide 
Critical Feedback Across the Racial Divide.”



...because I have very 
high expectations and 

I know that you can 
reach them.

...so that you 
have feedback 
on your paper.

David Yaeger et. al. (2014) 
“Breaking the Cycle of Mistrust: 
Wise Interventions to Provide 
Critical Feedback Across the 
Racial Divide.”



Give Better Feedback

(1) Give 10 minutes of class time for 
students to understand and act on the 
feedback they get

(2) ...which also allows you to manage 
the emotional climate

When you give back work with 
feedback on it:



TRUE INCONCLUSIVE
(“inc”)

FALSE

All students, even the 
strongest ones, can 
benefit from 
additional training in 
executive functioning.



Research-informed strategies for 
learning recovery and acceleration 

● Embrace neuroplasticty
● Balancing stress

● Elevate formative assessment

● Build executive function skills



Executive functioning _____________

fill in the blank

What is executive functioning?



“Executive functioning”?
● Remember instructions
● Active reading
● Come up with and execute a plan
● Focus attention & avoid distractions
● Know math facts
● Prioritize tasks
● Choose strategies
● Note taking
● Monitor progress
● Adjust strategies as necessary
● Juggle multiple tasks successfully
● Recognize when end-point has been reached
● Control impulses

Executive 
functioning is 
a set of skills



“Just as an air traffic control 
system at a busy airport 
safely manages the arrivals 
and departures of many 
aircraft on multiple runways, 
the brain needs this skill set
to filter distractions, prioritize 
tasks, set and achieve goals, 
and control impulses.”

Executive Functioning



● Remember instructions

● Come up with and execute a plan

● Focus attention & avoid distractions

● Prioritize tasks

● Choose strategies

● Monitor progress

● Adjust strategies as necessary

● Juggle multiple tasks successfully

● Recognize when end-point has been reached

● Control impulses

Stress and adverse 
experiences 

impact executive 
function skills



Keep doing (for students & colleagues) Tweak (for students & colleagues) 

Stop doing (for students & colleagues) Start doing (for students & colleagues) 



We make learning 
research useful

thecttl.org





Free Pilot Access Program to Public and Charter School 
Teacher Cohorts



Exit Ticket



www.thecttl.org

@thecttl

gwhitman@saes.org


